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CONSULTANTS IN ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

1.0 Statement of Problem
Polk Township (Township) Monroe County, Pennsylvania, requested and was granted
consulting services under the Recycling Technical Assistance Program to develop and
institute a mandatory recycling program, evaluate its existing recycling program (drop-off and
materials processing facilities) and establish a leaf waste drop-off site. Environmental
Resources Associates (ERA) was assigned to provide the requisite consulting services.

2.0 Background
Polk Township's drop-off recycling program has been in continuous operation for more than 35
years. Over this time period the program has evolved from its simple beginnings as a small
drop-off shed to an attractive and efficient drop-off collection and materials recovery facility.
The current facility was built in 1991 and has been expanded as population and program
participation has increased. The facility is open 7:30AM to 3:30PM every Wednesday and
Saturday. The facility is available to the 7,874 residents in the Township, as well as
businesses. Although the Township’s population is in excess of 7,000 residents it
encompasses 29 square miles, lacking a required population density of 300 people per square
mile and therefore, is not a mandated municipality under Act 101.

The Township’s recycling program is unique in its efforts to reduce, reuse and recycle, has
received local, regional and state recognition for its efforts, and is a recipient of the Governor's
Waste Minimization Award.
The Township drop-off accepts the following materials:








Glass containers (all colors);
Aluminum cans and foil/trays;
Steel cans;
HDPE and PET plastic containers;
Mixed paper and newspapers; and
corrugated cardboard.

Office paper shredding (document destruction) services are also provided. Materials delivered
to the recycling facility are processed by Township personnel to market specification.
In addition to the previously noted usual recyclable commodities, the Township also collects
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used motor oil. The oil is used as fuel to heat its processing building via a specially designed
waste oil furnance. Scrap metals and white goods, electronics, automobile tires and car
batteries are also collected at the transfer station and recycled.
A Salvation Army clothing collection bin is convienently located at the drop-off site. Used
household items in good repair (small appliances, furniture, sporting goods and other
servicable items) are also collected. These items are sold at an annual Township yard sale.
During the initial years of operation of the Township’s recycling program, relatively small
amounts of newspaper and glass were recycled (a total of approximately 3 to 5 tons). The
program has steadily grown in popularity and diversity and the Township currently recycles
more than 500 tons of materials per year.
The Township also operates a green-box waste transfer station co-located at the recycling
facility site. Residents who wish to use the transfer station pay $90.00 per year for a permit
and are allowed up to three (3) thirty (30) gallon bags of residential waste per week, a two
dollar per bag charge is assessed for additional bags (pay-as-you-throw). This is an incentive
to recycle in that there is no charge for recyclables.
The residents’ active participation in recycling has allowed the Townsip to maintain the
disposal permit fees. Cost for the permit has only risen $30.00 over the past 20 years. The
waste transfer facility is used by approximately 50% of the Township residents.
Although the Township is not required to institute a mandatory recycling program it has
determined that it is in its best interest to do so. A mandatory program is anticipated to
increase the amount of recyclables collected at the Township facility and result in increasing its
diversion rate; thereby avoiding cost for waste disposal.

3.0 Project Scope of Work and Execution
The Township requested Recycling Technical Assistance to develop a mandatory recycling
program, evaluate its drop-off and materials processing facility and establish a leaf waste dropoff site. Summarized below are tasks accomplished over the term of the study. Detailed
description of work efforts and outcomes are included in subsquent sections.

 Refine Work Scope and Gather Pertinent Information - ERA met with Township
supervisors to discuss and refine proposed scope of work and gathered pertinent
information. The Township indicated that its first priority was to develop and establish a
mandatory recycling program.
 ERA subsequently met with the Township supervisors and solicitor to discuss the
development of a mandatory recycling program and to review a sample
mandatory solid waste and recycling ordinance, prepared by ERA.
 ERA assisted the Township Solicitor in development of a final draft ordinance for
the Township’s consideration and adoption.

 Assessment of Drop-off and Materials Recovery Facility - ERA made several visits to
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the materials recovery facility to observe materials delivery/separation handling and
processing practices and equipment efficiency. Interviews were conducted with
participating residents and facility personnel to collect pertinent information for use in the
program assessment. As part of this task, ERA met with the Township to share preliminary
observations and gain input.
 Based on the above noted meetings, facility observations and review of pertinent
information, ERA identified potential modifications and improvements available to
address the Township’s aspirations.

 Leaf waste Drop-off Establishment - ERA visited the Township’s candidate leaf waste
drop-off site, assessed its potential for addressing the Township’s needs, and determined
the extent of improvements required.

 Preparation of Report - ERA prepared a draft report detailing its findings and
recommendations and discussed it with the Township. Based on comments, and input
provided by the Township, a final report was prepared and submitted to the PADEP.

3.1 Facility Observations and Assessment
While ERA is familiar with the Township’s recycling program and facilities, several site visits
were made to collect information, observe materials delivery, handling, and processing. ERA
also conducted interviews with residents and facility personnel relative to facility operations.
The following are observations based on facility visits and interviews.

 Drop-off Component
The Township operates an efficient, attractive, and well-maintained facility, which is user
friendly. The facility is designed for drive-thru service; residents drive under the building’s 10foot roof extension (which provides protection during inclement weather). Residents place their
various recyclables into 18-gallon rectangular plastic containers that are located in clearly
marked areas, e.g. glass, aluminum cans, etc. Collection containers are placed on a waist
high collection platform for ease of sorting by residents.
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Factors contributing to the program’s popularity and success include:
 Convenient location, adjacent to municipal building;
 The drop-off facility is manned during the times it is open to residents and all
incoming materials inspected prior to acceptance, for quality assurance;
 Concise and easily understandable signage, outlining rules and regulations
governing the use of the site, types of recyclables accepted, recyclable materials
preparation and placement;
 Ease of access and use (unloading and sorting recyclables);
 Available to residents and small businesses on a regularly scheduled basis,
Wednesday and Saturday;
 Attractive, clean and well organized; and
 Residents are supportive of the program and well educated regarding
preparation and sorting of recyclables.
Based on ERA’S observations, the drop-off component of the recycling facility is convenient for
residents and efficient with two notable exceptions. The 18-gallon collection containers are
cracked and broken and require replacement. Additionally, the quantity of recyclables
delivered to the facility has steadily increased over the past several years and is anticipated to
increase further with the advent of the establishment of the mandatory recycling program.
More durable and larger capacity containers are required to increase collection efficiency and
eliminate a potential safety hazard from cuts resulting from sharp edges from cracks and
broken rims. Additionally, the security camera system is non-functioning and requires
replacement.

 Materials Processing
The facility’s recyclables drop-off area is expedient for facility personnel. The processing
stations are strategically placed in close proximity (within a few feet) providing for effective and
labor saving delivery of materials. This arrangement allows an operator-friendly method of
moving bins of segregated materials from the drop-off/receiving area to their respective
processing stations.
A series of three down stroke balers are located along the east side of the facility, adjacent to
the drop-off/receiving area and a fourth baler is located adjacent to the loading dock on the
north side of the facility. The units are used to bale HDPE (separated natural and colored) and
PET plastics and cardboard (OCC and paperboard) and produce 60” X 30” X 48” bales
weighing (dependant on material feed) 550 to 1,000 lbs.
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Aluminum foil/trays are baled using a foil baler, located along the west wall of the facility
directly behind the drop-off/receiving area. The baler produces 24” X 30” x 30” bales weighing
approximately 250 lbs. Baling of materials is fluid, efficient and requires minimal effort for
operation personnel.
Mixed and shredded paper is placed into self tipping hoppers and, when full, conveyed by a
forklift and loaded into a roll-off container located at the facility’s roofed loading dock, for
subsequent delivery to a local market by the Township. Although this system is simple and
efficient, baling of paper could improve market value and reduce delivery costs to markets.
Additionally, the removal of the roll off container for paper will allow for additional temporary
storage of baled materials, thus reducing frequent need to transport baled materials to the
materials storage building or a future expansion of the processing area, which could potentially
resulting from the mandatory recycling program.
A hopper fed glass crusher and conveyor processes mixed colors of glass. The glass crusher
was modified with an innovatively designed stainless steel chute (for durability), which
protrudes from the west side of the building, crushed glass is conveyed to the chute and
gravity fed into a roll-off container located outside. When the roll-off is full, township personnel
deliver it to market. This process is simple and efficient. Although glass market value is at best
a push, the volumes collected assist the Township in reaching diversion goals and provides
tangible savings via avoided disposal cost.

The Township had previously used the above noted arrangement with a series of three glass
crushers to process and store separated clear, brown and green glass. This system was
discontinued due to diminished market values and corresponding increased cost of processing
and handling. The remaining two glass crushers are maintained to provide redundancy. ERA
concurs with the Township’s actions.
The Township adapted the two remaining glass-processing stations for separated aluminum
and steel cans. Similarly, a hopper fed can crusher/flattener and conveyor feeds crushed cans
into the respective chutes for loading into separate roll off containers.
This innovative adaptive use of existing systems is both a practical and cost effective means to
expand processing and storage capabilities at the facility. However, alternatively baling steel
and particularly aluminum cans would increase market value and reduce transport costs to
market.
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 Materials Storage, Handling and Transport Equipment
Bales of materials are transported to the 40’ X 45’ materials storage building located
approximately 50-feet from the loading dock. Bales are stored until there is sufficient volume
for the Township to deliver to markets or for collection by selected brokers. Alternatively, bales
are stored during depressed market conditions. This is especially important to the Township in
that it frequently uses spot markets.
The materials storage building is considered of sufficient size for current and near future
storage needs, to include potential baling of steel and aluminum cans and mixed paper. A
limiting factor of the building is that it lacks a loading dock to facilitate the efficient and
economical loading of standard transport trailers, capable of transporting large volumes of
baled materials. This situation is compounded by the limits of the existing processing facility to
store sufficient quantities of baled materials for economical transport and its loading dock’s
relative small size and configuration. The loading dock was not designed for apposite ingress,
egress, or access by standard transport trailers.

A sufficient area exists at the materials storage building for the construction of an external
ramped loading dock and for adequate ingress/egress by standard sized large capacity
trailers. This improvement would allow for more efficient loading of baled materials by the
Township and its selected brokers. Moreover, it would reduce the cost related to collection and
transport of these materials using several smaller capacity vehicles.
Based on observations and inspection of the primary market transport equipment, it is evident
that the roll-off transport truck and two of the facility’s 40-yard roll-off containers are past the
point of efficient service and require replacement. The roll-off transport truck is ten years old
and requires ever-increasing costly maintenance. The roll-off containers have provided more
than a decade of service and are seriously deteriorating, to the point that they pose a potential
safety hazard.
Currently the roll-off collection containers that are used to store materials prior to transport to
markets are placed strategically at the rear of the facility on gravel pads. Normal loading and
off-loading of containers erode the pads resulting in an uneven surface and depressions that
hold storm water and ice during winter conditions. This situation aids in the deterioration of the
containers, impedes the loading process and presents safety concerns. Construction of
concrete pads for placement of the containers should be constructed to resolve this situation.
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3.2 Leaf Waste Drop-off
ERA visited the Township’s candidate drop-off site to assess its potential for addressing the
Township’s needs and determine the extent of improvements required. The candidate site is
located on a Township owned 18-acre Nature Park located a short distance north of the
Township building.
The candidate site is located along the south side of the gated gravel entrance road and
parking area for the Park. The candidate site is graded to an approximately 1% slope and has
an improved gravel surface. Additional characteristics of the candidate site include:





Close proximity to the recycling facility;
Convenient and secured access;
Does not require additional grading;
Ample area for construction of leaf waste collection bins, materials drop-off,
parking and equipment access; and
 Minimal effort and expenditure of funds required for site development.
Based on the site’s noted characteristics, it is considered highly suitable for the expeditious
and economical development of a leaf drop-off site to meet the Township’s needs.

4.0 Solutions
Throughout the course of this study, ERA has worked closely with the Township to achieve its
objectives to develop and institute a mandatory recycling program, improve its existing
recycling drop-off and materials recovery facility and establish a leaf waste drop-off site.
The Township has remained focused and determined to achieve its objectives and made great
strides to do so. Observation, assessments and recommendations presented by the consultant
were considered; a course of action was determined and readily acted on.
Specific items accomplished during the course of this study included:
 Adopted a Mandatory Solid Waste and Recycling Ordinance (6/24/2013) and
update to the program education brochure, (copies in Appendix A);
 Establishment of a leaf waste drop-off site;
 Purchase of one 40-cubic yard roll-off container;
 Submission of an Act 101 Section 902 application for recommended program
improvements, equipment and materials; and
 Update and distributed education/outreach information.
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The Township has taken decisive actions to achieve solutions for expansion of its recycling
program, increasing the volume of recyclables collected, improving collection and operations
efficiency and program economics.

5.0 Conclusions
The Polk Township recycling program has continued to grow and evolve over its 35- year term
of operation. It has continually expanded in its services and abilities and received multi-level
recognition for its efforts to reduce, reuse and recycle.
Overall, the Township operates an efficient and user-friendly drop-off facility. Residents are
well informed regarding materials preparation and sorting, materials delivered are clean and
virtually contaminant free. Because of their efforts, additional sorting by facility personnel is not
required and reject materials/contaminants are minimal. This translates into labor and reject
disposal cost savings and production of high quality marketable materials.
The materials recovery facility is well organized, clean and efficient. Facility personnel are well
trained, conscientious, and hard working.
The primary challenges facing the Township are related to equipment that is aging and
requires replacement while the volumes of materials collected are increasing and will most
likely continue to increase, because of the newly instituted mandatory recycling program. Due
to the current and projected future increase of materials collected, facility and equipment
upgrades are required to improve the operation’s efficiency and economics.
As previously noted, the Township has taken decisive actions to address current program
impediments identified during the course of this study and to address future program needs,
upgrades and improvements.

6.0 Recommendations
Based on the review of pertinent data and information, site visits and subsequent evaluations
and assessments conducted during the course of this study, and consultation with the facility’s
operators, ERA offered the following recommendations to assist the Township in achieving its
goals.

 Establishment of a mandatory recycling program
 Continue to develop a public education/outreach program to encourage participation
in the new mandatory recycling program. The program should address both the
residential and commercial sectors, to include private collectors. A sustained
education/outreach program will assist in an increase in participation resulting in
increased volumes of recyclables collected and a corresponding increase in Section
904 performance funding.
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 Recyclables Collection, Processing and Transport
 Purchase a roll-off container transport truck, to improve the economic transport of
recyclables to markets.
 Purchase two (2) roll-off containers to replace deteriorated units that have roadsafety issues and to allow for adequate storage and economical transport of
recyclables to market.
 Construct concrete pads under the roll-off containers, to insure safety and
efficiency during loading and off loading of containers and transport to markets.
 Continue development, production and distribution of education materials for a
sustained educational program and include education/outreach materials on the
Township’s web site.
 Purchase an aluminum and steel can baler to increase processing efficency,
ease of storage and economical transport and enhance market value.
 Purchase twelve (12) large capacity (23’X23”X33”) plastic containers with dolly,
to improve effiiciency of conveying collected recyclables from the drop-off area to
the processing stations.
 Replace the nonfunctioning security camera system.
 Construct a loading dock for baled recyclables, to facilitate reduced materials
handling and provide efficent and economic loading of baled recyclables.

 Leaf and yard waste drop-off
 Construct concrete bins (5' high by 25'X25’ in lengh and width) for drop-off
collection of leaf waste and brush.
 Develop signage for the drop-off areas for the leaf waste & brush waste and
vehicle direction & safety.
 Purchase a loader, with bucket and forklift attachments, to facilitate loading of
leaf waste and brush for transport to the Township’s selected processing facility
and to load bales of recyclables for transport to markets.
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Appendix A
RECYCLING ORDINANCE
And
EDUCATION BROCHURE

RECYCLING ORDINANCE

.

EDUCATION BROCHURE

